
House of Fun
Overview
Join the suspense as Paul, Jane and their trusty dog Chip find their way through freaks and frights in the
HOUSE OF FUN! When the teens' car breaks down, the only thing nearby is the spooky HOUSE OF FUN.
The kindly caretaker warns them to be careful, because not everything is as it seems. This suspenseful
game features excitement and entertainment unseen anywhere in a slot machine before.

Features

 Jack in the Box Free Spins
Receive 3 or more Jack in the Box symbols on the reels to trigger the free spins mode! During
free spins mode, the center reel is wild!

 Mad Click Me
Receiving the Mad Host symbol on paylines 1, 2 or 3 triggers the click me feature! Keep on
clicking the symbols until the word “Collect” is revealed!

 The Escape Bonus
Receive 3 or more Door Knocker symbols to trigger the second screen bonus round! Help Jane
and Paul escape the House of Fun by choosing the right door!

Button Descriptions

 Sound On - Toggles sound on or off.
 AutoPlay – Actives continuous spins that are selected by # of Lines, Coin Value, Bet PerLine, and Number of Automatic Spins. The automatic spins continue until the Number ofAutomatic Spins is complete or the player stops it. To stop AutoPlay, click StopAuto.
 View Pays - Information on Paylines, Features, and Bonus Round.
 Prev - While in VIEW PAYS, button displays previous information page.
 Return To Game - While in VIEW PAYS, button redirects player to the main game screen.
 Next - While in VIEW PAYS, button displays next information page.
 Choose Coin - Clicking allows player to increase their coin played. You can select from thefollowing coins: 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, and 1.00.
 -Select Lines+ - Allows player to increase or decrease their number of lines played. Youcan select from the following number of lines: 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 28,29, and 30.
 -Bet Per Line+ - Allows player to increase or decrease their bet per line. You can selectfrom the following line bets: 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
 Spin - Activates a round with selected Coin, Bet Per Line and number of Lines.
 Max Bet Spin - Activates a round with the selected Coin, 5 Bet Per Line, and 30 Lines. Totalcoins bet is 150.



Format
5-Reel, 30 Line Slot Machine

RTP
The Max Theoretical RTP for this game is: 94.96%

Min/Max Wager Amount:
The Minimum wager amount for this game is 1 coin and the Maximum wager amount is 150.

Number of Lines:
There are 30 lines in this slot game.

Number of BPL:
You can wager from 1-5 coins per line.

Coin Denominations:
The default coin denominations are 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.25, 0.50 and 1.00.

Default Wager:
The default bet for this game is 0.10, 1 bet per line, maximum number of lines.

Default Resolution:

The default resolution for this game is 850 x 600


